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the sound of the seismic waves swiftly evolved into the roar of an approaching tank. kaiser and some other soviets rushed to the nearest building that was still standing. it took them a short while to notice that the executioner
was standing right behind their building. in mid-attack, the executioner stopped, bowed to the emperor and lowered its swords, which had earlier ripped away the entire rooftops. as it prepared to charge the imperial troops, a

high-pitched whine emanated from it. the prow of the executioner and the torso of the samurai split, revealing a hovering pod. the armor on the samurai collapsed, leaving the samurai in the pod. before he could awaken, the pod
slowly descended to the ground. it landed, and as the samurai raised his head, he realized that he was now in a giant russian submarine. as soon as the samurai climbed out, he was met by stalin, who wanted to congratulate him

for completing his assignment successfully. the soviet leader also promised that the samurai will have more to do than he already had, if the soviet troops would keep the executioner under control. the two commanders shook
hands and walked away from the beach, leaving the executioner to ascend into the sky. against all odds, however, the shogun executioner's forces managed to pull it off. with victory in sight for the japanese, general krukov

resorted to using his omega shockwave, only for it to go terribly wrong as a squadron of t-55 tanks were being launched off one of his fortifications. as the omega shockwave headed towards the squadron of tanks, it was reflected
back by the alloy plates covering their tanks, sending the shockwave into a full-blown tornado near them, sweeping both men and tanks to certain doom. general krukov, however, was saved by a defector from yuriko's forces,
who gave him yuriko's coup de grace and transformed her omega shockwave into a full-blown mass destruction device, incinerating every tank that remained in the fort. with the shogun executioner standing triumphant above

the smoking ashes of the fort, the main fight for the night finally began.
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